**Immigration & Refugee Picture Books**

- **I is for immigrants** by Selina Alko
  
  E ALKO (Ives Main, Stetson)

- **Goodbye, Havana! Hola, New York!** by Edie Colón
  
  E COLON (Ives Main, Fair Haven)

- **Islandborn** by Junot Diaz
  
  E DIAZ (Ives Main, Fair Haven, Mitchell, Wilson)

- **Lola** por Junot Díaz
  
  SPAN J DIAZ (Spanish- Ives Main)

- **La isla** por Arthur Dorros
  
  SPAN E DORROS (Ives Main, Fair Haven, Wilson)

- **I'm an immigrant too!** by Mem Fox
  
  E FOX (Ives Main)

- **Idriss and his marble** by Rene Gouichoux
  
  E GOUICHOUX (Stetson)

- **Super Cilantro Girl** by Juan Felipe Herrera
  
  SPAN E HERRERA (Bilingual- Mitchell)

- **Always an Olivia : a remarkable family history** by Carolivia Herron
  
  E HERRON (Main Ives)

- **Dumplings for Lili** by Melissa Iwai
  
  E IWAI (Ives Main, Mitchell, Stetson)
The Arabic quilt: an immigrant story by Aya Khalil
E KHALIL (Mitchell, Stetson)

Saffron Ice Cream by Rashin Kheiriyeh
E KHEIRIYEH (Ives Main, Mitchell)

Drawn together by Minh Le
E LE (Mitchell)

The Key From Spain: Flory Jagoda and Her Music by Debbie Levy
E LEVY (Fair Haven)

I'm new here by Anne Sibley O'Brien
E OBRIEN (Ives Main)

Home is in between by Mitali Perkins
E PERKINS (Ives Main, Fair Haven, Mitchell)

The Keeping Quilt by Patricia Polacco
E POLACCO (Ives Main, Fair Haven, Mitchell, Wilson)

Going home, coming home by Truong Tran
VIETNAMESE E TRAN (Bilingual - Main Tech Services)

A Piece of Home by Jeri Watts
E WATTS (Ives Main, Mitchell)

The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson
E WOODSON (All Branches)

El día en que descubres quién eres by Jacqueline Woodson
SPAN E WOODSON (Stetson)

All the Way to America; the Story of a Big Italian Family and a Little Shovel by Dan Yaccarino
E YACCARINO (Ives Main)

To view a list of these titles in our catalog, click